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Adelaide – South Australia’s power system: a crisis or a canary?  

10 October 2016 

In recent months, South Australia has witnessed some remarkable changes in the electricity 

system.  Already S.A. is the state with the highest per capita penetration of wind and solar 

technologies.  With Northern Power Station shutting down, S.A. Becomes the first mainland state to 

become coal free.  Combined with Pelican Point out of operation and the main interconnector to 

Victoria being constrained with upgrade maintenance, S.A. saw market volatility and high price events 

not seen for many years.   S.A. is a world leader in terms of integrating renewable energy into the 

grid, but these recent events have put a spotlight on the challenges that come with this 

transition.  What needs to happen next in S.A.?  Will storage technologies smooth the system or will 

solar thermal find a place?  Perhaps the link to Victoria’s stable brown coal generators will keep the 

system secure, but does that negate the green credentials? 

 

Moderator: Leon Byner 
 

Speakers: Dr Don Russell, Chief Executive, Department of State Development 
 Jo De Silva, Senior Policy Officer, South Australian Council of Social Services 

(SACOSS) 
 Andrew Stock, Board Member, Clean Energy Finance Corporation 
 Tony Wood, Energy Program Director, Grattan Institute 
 
 
 

MICHAEL BREAR: Good evening ladies and gentleman and welcome to this joint seminar and 

discussion tonight hosted by the Grattan Institute and the Melbourne Energy Institute. My name’s 

Michael Brear, I’m the Director of the Melbourne Energy Institute, and we have several distinguished 

guests speaking tonight on South Australia’s power system: a crisis or a canary? But maybe it’s the 

Australian power system: a crisis or a canary? given more recent events that have been happening in 

Victoria, not just South Australia. Before we start this evening I would like to acknowledge the 

traditional owners of the land, the Kaurna people, on which this event is taking place and pay respect 

to the elders and families past and present. I’d also like to acknowledge the South Australian State 

Library for providing this venue, we hope tonight’s event is a successful event and hopefully the first 

of what will become an annual series of events. So I’ll first now hand over to Mr Leon Byner who will 

be moderating tonight’s discussion, thank you very much. 

LEON BYNER: Lovely to meet you all. I was particularly interested in giving my time tonight because 

the people I talk to every day are pretty unforgiving, they expect governments to do all sorts of things 

and, not unreasonably, to have some kind of say in emergency and basic provisions of life which, of 

course, includes electricity.  

I was just talking to some of the guys before we started and we’ve kind of become very sophisticated, 

now everything that we’ve got needs electricity and this is a bit of a problem because if it fails for any 

reason then there is an issue. I won’t go into it too much, but only today Professor Bill Caelli, from the 

Queensland University of Technology, told me that as people are getting NBN, if you get it to the node 

not to the house if power fails you have no backup. I kind of thought, “Eh?” but that’s what’s 

happened. Now I’m going to take that further, but it just goes to show how reliant we are for our 
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phones, our communications, our security on electricity. Of course, in the last ten days or so in 

Adelaide it’s been highly political, but I think that’s a little bit damaging because really what’s 

important is what happened, how did it happen, why did it happen, can we prevent it, to what extent 

and let’s damn well do it, and it’s the “let’s damn well do it” issue that I’m on today.  

The people we’ve got to talk are very good in their field and hopefully they’re going to be the key out 

of this rather nasty dungeon which has been cobbled together. I often talk about the fact that between 

the power generator and your switch at home there are about five entities and they each do different 

things. When you ring up and try and get an answer, “Oh no, that’s Electronet. Oh no, that’s SAPN. 

Oh no, that’s the generator, that’s AGL, ring them” and you never really can get to find out anything 

when all you want to know is when will the power be back, thank you very much. But tonight hopefully 

we can get some very clear answers for a problem that we have to fix, and it’s not about renewable 

energy or whether you believe in coal or climate change, we’re past that. We’ve got a climate that is 

highly variable. When I spoke to the Bureau of Meteorology the other day just for the record I said, 

“What was the top gust of wind we had during this storm that put everything out?” and they said it was 

125km/h. Of course, it depends where it is because if you’ve got a pylon. In The Financial Review 

there was a report written by Laura Tingle the other day that suggested that we had the oldest 

infrastructure in Australia and I though hang on a minute, we’ve paid all this extra money for our 

electricity, we’re paying the highest prices in the First World and we were told it was going to give us 

more reliability, and we didn’t have that last week, did we?  

So tonight hopefully we can do a couple of things, hear from some eminent people who’ve got a bit of 

an idea of how things work and explain to us in lay terms, which is always good, and, having done 

that, you can ask some questions. And I hope you do, because if we can answer even half of them 

maybe we’ll get somewhere to fixing this damn thing before we have these outages and people want 

to blame the Premier or the Opposition or whatever. All I want is just give me my lights please, oh and 

a bit of power for my computer and restore my internet, because that’s where we are now. Each of the 

people who talk will give a pretty good accurate perspective of what they think we need to do and why 

we are where we are and, once everybody’s had their say, you’ll be very well apprised to be able to 

ask a few questions and we’ll be very interested in hearing those. So let’s welcome first of all 

Don Russell. Don, thank you. 

DON RUSSELL: Thank you very much and I’m pleased that I’ve got five minutes to make things really 

clear. I think it’s fair to say that we have been living through extraordinary times. I think just this event 

we have tonight is extraordinary, the catalyst for that was the events of July and Tony, I don’t know 

whether he lucked out or whether things have just accelerated so rapidly, but the fact that since July 

we’ve had the events of the 28
th
 of September just make all of Tony’s commentary even more to the 

point. This issue is really a central one for South Australia and it’s not just about making sure that 

when you plug your laptop in it actually works. The electricity structure in any state, and South 

Australia in particular, is important because with it go a whole array of issues to do with industrial 

development, what sort of industries can work and can function here in South Australia. So we need 

to address it on many different levels, but let me just say a couple of things. 

I think with respect to the events of the 28
th
 much of that is now understood, the fact that we did have 

a weather event that did lead to the taking out of 28 of the towers and we lost three of the four lines 

going north, that led to the withdrawal of generation here which overloaded the interconnector which 

turned itself off to protect itself, and that led to the whole system closing down. As with all these 
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things, it was an extraordinary night, a lot of pressure on the system, some things worked, some 

things didn’t work, but I think the fact that we did get the system up as quickly as we did, that we did 

utilise the interconnector as part of the start-up arrangements, the fact it did come back and that by 

midnight we had 90% of the load re-established was an extraordinary accomplishment for AEMO and 

for the institutions here. So that’s one thing I think is worth saying. I think the other event that has 

happened was the COAG Ministers’ Meeting in Melbourne on Friday that led directly from the events 

of the 28
th
. I think it was a useful exercise because it did bring coherence to the discussion and the 

debate which was lacking earlier. After the events of the 28
th
 it did, as you said, generate into all sorts 

of wild accusations which were tangential to the issues, but I think the events in Melbourne on Friday 

did at least bring coherence to the discussion.  

I think certainly from the perspective of South Australia it was helpful for people to accept that the 

existence of renewables here in South Australia is driven very much by a Federal Government 

incentive program. The fact that we have 41% generation in South Australia coming from renewables 

comes from the incentives that come from the RECs (Renewable Energy Certificates) and the fact 

that South Australia is particularly good at wind and solar. It’s certainly being supported and facilitated 

by the State Government, but at the core is the fact that we’re responding to a Federal incentive 

program which has at its basis the need for climate objectives and the fact that South Australia is 

particularly good at it. The other thing I think is worth accepting is that the events of the 28
th
 of 

September have changed the debate in a very material way. I think that stability is now the key of all 

people’s interest in this matter and we’ve now elevated a new term, for those who like following these 

things I think “rock off” will have more familiarity. Rock off is fortunately quite nice and it runs off the 

tongue quite effectively. We are now operating the system with rock off of 3Hz per second. Why does 

that matter? The electricity system runs at 50Hz, when it hits 47Hz the whole thing closes down. Why 

is rock off of 3Hz per second important? Well it means you’ve got one second to do something before 

the system falls over.  

Now, for people who’ve been following the AEMO report from last week, when you’re looking at those 

charts you’ll notice that the timeline is in hundredths of a second. One second might not sound like a 

lot, but when the system is automatically closing itself down or reacting within a hundredth of a 

second, one second is a godsend. It gives you the opportunity to do all sorts of things, clearly not with 

a lot of human intervention, which can avoid the whole system going black. So I think from here on 

we’re going to hear a lot more about the need to run the system with rock off of 3Hz. What does that 

actually mean? It means that we’ve got to have things spinning here in South Australia; we will have 

more generation going on here, we will have more inertia, the balance between what is transmitted 

across the interconnector, what is actually generated here is going to change; we will work with a 

greater need for generation and inertia here in South Australia. So that’s going to change how we go 

forward. At the moment, under a state directive coming from the emergency powers that South 

Australia have, we have AEMO tasked to maintain the system with rock off of 3Hz, but we will be 

working within that sort of framework going forward. 

What else is South Australia doing? Well, I think, as has been announced a month or so ago, we are 

using the 75% government load as a means of bringing more competition to generation here in 

South Australia, but it’s also an opportunity to use our capacity to enhance the stability of the system 

as well. As part of that package, because if more generation is going to occur in South Australia, we 

have gas turbines, if we’re going to have thermal generation it’s going to be gas. Gas is an important 

part of that, so we have incentives in place to encourage the development of gas here. Why don’t I 
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leave it at that, I’ve probably strayed beyond my five minutes, and let somebody else give their five 

minutes of wisdom. 

LEON BYNER: Don, thank you very much. I’m assured that I don’t know too many of the people on 

the panel, I’ve had a lot of dealings on my radio show with the Grattan Institute who I think are very 

respected and clever about this matter. I have no doubt that we’ve got people in this state who are 

across it and the best thing we can do as a population is to help them do the best job they can, 

because a lot of the periphery is neither here nor there. I’ll make one point too. When emergency 

services are talking to you they normally use the media and they’ll tell you to have a battery powered 

radio. Put up your hand if you actually have a battery powered radio. More than I thought, but it 

makes the point doesn’t it that we’re so reliant on this technology with electricity, it cuts in everywhere. 

I know people that spend half the time in their car to get light; they open the garage and put their 

lights on. Let’s talk now to Jo De Silva. Jo, thank you and I’d love to hear your contribution. 

JO DE SILVA: Thanks Leon. Like many of you, I’ve watched the commentary post the state-wide 

blackout and I’ve been somewhat dismayed about the direction that it’s gone in and where it’s taken 

us. In my mind, the debate has been cast as you’re either pro-renewables or you’re completely 

opposed to renewables, and I think this is a really unhelpful way to frame the debate. I think the fact is 

that what the events of ten days ago show and the events in July show is that renewables do actually 

create some challenges within the South Australian energy market. I know Don talked about this 

concept of inertia. It’s actually a really important concept to understand and it’s one of those technical 

energy concepts which people bandy about and no-one necessarily really knows what they’re saying, 

but I like to think of it as the airbags that are in your car: you know they’re there for when there’s an 

emergency and they’ll cushion you. That’s how I like to think of inertia. Basically when there are 

changes in frequency in the energy market we rely on the inertia in the system to buffer those 

changes in frequency.  

What we have with the integration of renewables into the market are challenges with the amount of 

inertia that’s in the market. So the renewables as they’re currently fitted in the system don’t actually 

provide the sort of inertia that we need and it tends to have been in the past the coal and the gas 

generators that provided that. So some of the challenges that are actually before us at the moment 

are how do we manage these frequency changes that go on and how do we do that as we move 

towards a zero carbon economy? It’s actually a really very challenging question and that’s why I think 

the debate has been so problematic, because people feel like they need to take an emotional position 

in this debate, you either need to be pro-renewables or anti-renewables, when that’s not really the 

question. The question is how do we manage the increasing amount of renewables in the system? It’s 

a complex problem and the solutions are complex, and what I can say is that focusing on one 

particular fuel source or causal factor is not realistic, it’s not constructive, and it’s not well-balanced. 

Every generation fuel type, whether in South Australia or beyond, has its own characteristics, its own 

limitations and its own constraints. So there are ways technically to deal with the issues that are 

presented by the increased intermittency brought with renewables.  

Technologically the solutions are there, but the question is how much will it cost and who will pay for 

these enhancements? As a consumer organisation, that’s a question that occupies our mind quite a 

lot. SACOSS as an organisation are technology agnostics when it comes to generator fuel supply 

challenges, so we’re neither for nor against wind and solar farms and we see these types of 

discussions as non-productive. The State Government talks a lot about a second interconnector, and 
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you’ve probably heard that being bandied about. What I think is front of mind for us, although we 

haven’t come out as either for or against the second interconnector, we’re still considering it in detail, 

is who is going to pay for this interconnector upgrade? The cost could be anywhere between 

$500 billion and $6 billion, dependent on what the option is that’s chosen. That’s a big question for 

South Australian consumers. Yes, we want system security. Yes, we want affordability. But what’s the 

cost that is going to be asked of us to pay for that, how much are we going to have to contribute to the 

solution personally? 

One of the things I think that’s been missing in the discussion about the second interconnector is the 

concept of regional pricing. So once you have improved interconnection to New South Wales and 

Victoria, what happens to the cost benefit of things like distributor generation in South Australia? So if 

there is no difference in pricing between South Australia and Victoria, what then happens to the 

existing thermal generation in South Australia, like Pelican Point? Will they shut down? Will there be 

flow-on effects? So these are some of the questions that we think need to be asked in the discussion 

about expanded interconnection. Some of the things we quite like and we’re quite warm to in terms of 

solutions are the creation of a market for inertia. We think this has a lot of potential because if you’re 

providing incentives to businesses to deal with this frequency problem then it’s more likely that the 

problem will be solved. We also are quite warm to the idea of there being technical requirements for 

generators. So at the moment we’re getting most of our inertia provided through thermal sources, 

what about if wind was required to provide its own inertia? We think that has some merit, but 

obviously there are cost issues to be considered.  

The other thing that we think is really important to bear in mind with an interconnector is that it’s going 

to take a long time to build this. It’s not something that just gets built tomorrow, so this is an issue. 

The estimates that I’ve heard are that it could take between five and eight years. So our problem isn’t 

going to automatically disappear with the appearance of an interconnector solution because it’s going 

to take several years before it’s actually in place, so I think we need to be looking at other options, like 

solar and storage, and what they bring. Thank you. 

LEON BYNER: Jo, thank you.  

AUDIENCE: Could the people introduce themselves so we know where they’re from? 

DON RUSSELL: Don Russell, I’m the Chief Executive of the Department of State Development. I 

have five Ministers and one of them is the Minister for Energy and Resources. 

LEON BYNER: So we know what the role is but, of course, you would know the cost to business and 

you would know that trying to buy a generator right now, forget it, you’re on a waiting list? 

DON RUSSELL: One of the advantages of a big department is that you are forced to see the broader 

picture and it’s not just about the electricity system itself, it’s about seeing the electricity system within 

the context of state development and within the context of a whole arrange of South Australian 

industrial users. That forces the debate, because I have five Ministers but there’s only one of me, so 

we internalise a lot of these issues within the department.  
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LEON BYNER: Thank you. Once we’ve heard from all of our speakers today you’ll have an 

opportunity to ask them questions yourself. Our next speaker was Jo De Silva. Jo, you might want to 

let everybody know your background. 

JO DE SILVA: I’m Senior Policy Officer at the South Australia Council of Social Service. 

LEON BYNER: I’ve got to say, your Ross Womersley is an absolute prince because I can ring and he 

knows more about energy than some of the people in the business, he’s fantastic. Right now what 

we’re trying to do is - and this is an issue for the government - the Treasurer keeps telling everybody 

to shop around, but if you are on a benefit for your power, which means you’re not earning a lot of 

money, it’s not portable in South Australia. You’ve got to cancel your relationship with whoever you’re 

with now, cancel your benefit, and once you’re with another company re-apply for it, whereas in 

Victoria it’s automatic. So that’s something we’re trying to fix. I know you guys have been on the case 

for a while, but Ross told me see what you can do about it, so we are. 

JO DE SILVA: Yes. Just briefly, my organisation is otherwise known as SACOSS and we are quite 

concerned about vulnerable customers, so those people who are on low incomes, have mental issues 

or those types of issues, but we also advocate more broadly for South Australian consumers. 

LEON BYNER: Andrew, I’d love your perspective on the last week and where we move forward. 

ANDREW STOCK: What I’m not going to do right at the outset is talk about inertia because we could 

spend the whole night talking about it, but some questions may come up about it and I have spent a 

bit of time thinking and talking to experts about it so we can contribute to that. I’m not actually going to 

talk too much about the last couple of weeks or back in July, because I think people will have 

questions about that too. What I want to talk about is trying to put this in context and the context I 

want to start with is the impact that climate change is having. It’s not an impact that’s in the future, it’s 

an impact that we’re seeing now not something that future generations have to worry about, they will 

but we’re living in it. One in 50 year storms now happen every two to three years, as we saw in 

South Australia last week. What the climate science tells us is that it is going to get worse. It’s not 

going to get better, it’s going to get worse and there are plenty of reports on the Climate Council 

website that will give you any amount of detail about that. We’re already seeing it happening, things 

like the Great Barrier Reef suffering the worst bleaching event in recorded history. 

What perhaps many people don’t appreciate, particularly in South Australia, is that Australia is one of 

the worst global emitters of greenhouse gases and our power fleet is the biggest contributor. Our 

whole economy is powered by principally fossil fuels, as we appreciate. The trouble is the fleet is old. 

The technology in the main, apart from a few plants in Queensland, when it comes to coal is obsolete, 

no-one would build one today. Most of the gas plant in South Australia is obsolete, you would not 

build one today. So our power plants are the worst if not the worst among the worst in the developed 

nations globally when it comes to emissions. Frankly, our power plant isn’t fit for the 21
st
 century and it 

probably won’t last the distance, so we need to actually have a serious discussion about how we’re 

going to fix it. In the last week, apart from the events in South Australia, we’ve seen the Paris Accord 

be ratified by enough nations that it’ll come into force and our commitment in Australia is to cut 

emissions from 2005 levels, as probably many would appreciate, by 26% to 28% by 2030. The way 

that Accord is structured is that the screws will get tightened every five years after that.  
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So it isn’t going to get any easier, the climate’s going to get more difficult to deal with, and the 

challenges domestically are going to get more challenging. Recent modelling for the Climate Change 

Authority indicated that to keep globally under 2° our country’s share is that we need to be producing 

about 50% to 70% of our power from zero carbon power by 2030. Today the cheapest technologies to 

do that are renewables. By 2050 that has to be up to 80% to 90% of zero emission power. Having 

built a lot of power plants, 2050 from 2016 is not that far away; big power plants take ten years to 

permit and build. Our current federal policies run to 2020 when it comes to renewables and there’s 

nothing beyond that, and even the 23% is less than half what we need to be achieving by 2030. 

States’ targets, aspirational though they may be as seen by some and maligned by some in the recent 

finger-pointing that went on while the South Australia storm raged, are much more in line with what’s 

needed by 2030. Again, the system is complex. Our system was built not under the National 

Electricity Market (NEM) we have today. Most of our system that we rely on was built under a regime 

that was much more centrally planned.  

While there have been some asset investments in generation under the Renewable Energy Targets 

(RETs) and some private sector investments that are principally gas and networks have obviously 

spent a lot of money, the backbone of the system was created in a different time under a different 

regulatory era. We know the system is complex and we know that taking carbon out of it is going to 

absolutely transform it. It will be a different world and it’s the biggest transformation that this industry 

will have seen in a hundred years. Our industry today is almost totally owned by the private sector. 

State Governments, except possibly in Queensland and Tasmania, generally do not own assets, they 

don’t set the rules and they don’t manage the market. Outside of the ACT, they have not driven 

renewable investment, that’s almost totally been driven, as Don said, by the Federal RET. Why is it in 

South Australia? Because unlike some of the other states we didn’t have such restrictive planning 

rules that people couldn’t do anything within kilometres of houses, and yet when the lights go out, as 

we’ve seen, renewables and State Governments get the blame.  

I guess my opinion here is a personal one, but it’s based on having worked in this industry for 40 

years. I don’t believe our current market model, which leaves it to the private sector to choose 

whether or not and when to invest capital, is going to deliver the fundamental reform that’s 

transformative and that we need. I don’t think it’s going to do it in time, we haven’t got that much time, 

I don’t think it’s going to do it in a system planned way, and I don’t think it’s going to do it without 

major and potentially destructive impacts on regional, state and national economies, and I think locally 

the poor and disadvantaged are going to be hardest hit potentially. The private sector is motivated by 

profit and there’s nothing wrong with that, but it has consequences and we can talk about those in the 

questions. So this COAG review is really important. It’s important that our electricity industry and the 

market that runs it are fit for purpose. It’s important that it looks at the reviews that are needed, 

because they’re well and truly overdue. I think and we think it’s crucial that it considers 21
st
 century 

carbon reduction imperatives and also removes roadblocks to technologies that are there now, such 

as batteries at grid scale, to deliver power and things like inertia for the carbon-constrained world 

we’ve got to face. So it must create building blocks which are essential for an electricity system 

transformation, while obviously maintaining security and the confidence of investors, but also the 

public.  

I said last week, and I’ve said it a couple of times now, having had some experience seeing how 

industries don’t necessarily respond in a timely and efficient way to consumer and public concerns, 

that this industry is not too far away from, in my opinion, losing its social licence to operate. So it 
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needs to get on and do things quickly and well. There are a whole lot of questions that I could ask but 

I won’t, given time now, but we might come back to them in Q&A. The key thing is we’re at a tipping 

point and I think this review is fundamentally important because it’s going to take three or four 

months, and that in itself is a huge task given the size of the issue. I think if we stick with the status 

quo we will probably not have another shot at this for another three or four, maybe five years, and that 

sets our nation up to fail because electricity powers everything we do across our economy. We know 

that. But if we meet the challenges of the future the opportunities are tremendous. Some Ernst & 

Young studies for the Climate Council show 50% renewables by 2030 delivers over 28,000 new jobs 

and billions of dollars in investment, and that excludes areas like smartening the grid, battery storage 

at household or grid, greater interconnectivity, and how the internet of things will speed that 

transformation. 

So I’ll leave it at that and we can get into some of those technical details back in Q&A. 

LEON BYNER: Just one point, does clean coal technology have a place, because a lot’s been talked 

about this? 

ANDREW STOCK: Two years ago I did my first report for the Climate Council, it was on the different 

technologies and clean coal was one of them. Notwithstanding what we hear, there are only two 

power stations, as I’m aware, in the Western world, possibly a third one being built in Texas, but 

currently there are only two. One of them is operating in Canada, the gas that’s secured goes 

underground and they use it to produce more oil which then gets burnt, so go figure that. Most of the 

rest of the projects are in the oil and gas sector, projects like Gorgon, Sleipner in the North Sea, and 

they’re basically sequestering a few million tons a year. So there’s only one power plant in the world 

where it works and in a submission I gave to the Royal Commission into Nuclear I put some numbers 

around that, and you can read them in the Climate Council report. And it’s costly! 

LEON BYNER: I’m glad you said that because it’s a question I’ve been asked to ask. 

ANDREW STOCK: It’s very costly. The other thing is you should not believe what the Minerals 

Council says about modern coal technologies and ultra-supercritical because the question is we will 

be doing some work about how those technologies if built today would blow Australia’s carbon 

budget, because they will still produce CO2, they’re not sequestering it, it’s just half as much as 

Hazelwood. The other question is who the hell is going to take the equity investment risk on that sort 

of asset over a 50 year operating life, given what we see in the climate and all the information? My 

suspicion, having worked at Origin Energy for a long time, is those companies will think long and hard 

before they sink too many dollars into that. 

LEON BYNER: Thank you and, again, there will plenty of opportunities to ask questions. My next 

guest I met over the radio but we talk a lot and the reason is that you’re concerned, like everybody 

else, about the kinds of things the public are. Tony Wood from the Grattan Institute, would you like to 

tell everybody your connection with the energy sector and where this all comes together to try to form 

a point where we can move forward? This country has been so clever, we’ve invented so much, and I 

hear our speakers tonight and think how have we missed the boat on that? Don’t you think that? 

There are a lot of clever people out there. I remember Carl Kruszelnicki came into my studio a while 

ago and told me about how clever and he mentioned a lot of things that most people wouldn’t know, 
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and I’m thinking if we’re that smart how come we let the ball drop on this? Anyway, love to hear what 

you’ve got to say. 

TONY WOOD: My name’s Tony Wood, I’m from the Grattan Institute. We’re an independent public 

policy think-tank, is the way we describe ourselves. Just to prove how smart I’m not, on the 23
rd

 of 

September we were making a decision on what we would call a report that was discussing the price 

issues that occurred in South Australia in July and what sort of cover we’d put on the front of the 

report. We were looking for a picture of Adelaide at night with the lights on. We called the report 

Keeping The Lights On and we published that report on Monday the 26
th
 of September and you know 

what happened next. So one way of getting publicity for a report, by the way, is to organise something 

like that. If we want to talk about carbon capture and storage (CCS) or clean coal, one of the last 

pieces of work I did for The Clinton Foundation was a major report for the Chinese Government on a 

roadmap for CCS technology in that country. Many people there have a quite different view, I don’t 

have a strong view myself, I’m not a technology advocate of any sort, but it’s interesting to see how 

differently people see different parts of this world because the challenges are incredibly significant. 

My perspective on this is policy and part of what you’ve heard about tonight I think is also a reflection 

of a failure of policy, because at the heart of all this is climate change. If it wasn’t for the need to 

address climate change a lot of the things we’re talking about would not be being discussed. We 

might very well have still had some of the events that occurred here in Adelaide last week, but I 

suspect the conversation about what happened, what needs to be done to avoid it happening again 

and the consequences of not being as bad as it happened that time would be very different if it wasn’t 

for the issue of climate change, because it has been one of the most toxic areas of public policy 

debate we’ve had in this country. In relation to what’s happening as one tries to change a system 

which, has as already been said, is over a hundred years old in only a couple of decades is 

significant. I think one of the things is that many people significantly underestimate the speed and the 

scale of what has to happen and now they’re saying, “Oh shit. This is a bigger problem than anybody 

really has thought about”. That doesn’t mean we should walk away from the problem. What it means 

is we have to manage these issues carefully.  

I said this in a piece I wrote for The Financial Review today, that coal and gas produce greenhouse 

gas emissions; wind is intermittent; and there are energy sources that are renewable energy that are 

not intermittent. Get over it, let’s manage these two aspects of the way this has to work. I think what 

happened here, and Don’s already made the point, is that the introduction of wind into this state from 

the RET developed by the Federal Government took no account of where that was being built. It didn’t 

care where it was built, it just wanted the lowest cost renewable energy built wherever we could get it, 

and that’s what we’ve got. I think the Premier was on record talking about this incredible experiment 

that was being undertaken in South Australia and many people were looking positively to what 

happened in South Australia. What does it feel like to be the laboratory rat? That might be a question 

that people ask as the experiment proves to be more difficult than we’d imagined. The real problem, 

of course, is that we don’t have a climate change policy in this country that is consistent with the 

target that the Australian Government led by Tony Abbott set in the lead up to the Paris Agreement. 

We don’t have a policy that’s consistent with achieving that. As a result of removing the carbon price 

in 2014 the only policy that was left, particularly in the energy sector, was the RET and, has as 

already been said, that effectively ceases to have an impact beyond 2020, which is not very long from 

now.  
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The government, personally I think quite rightly, is trying to avoid changing that target again because 

constant change has been one of the things that has made that particular policy instrument so 

difficult, however what they’re not doing yet is moving into the space that’s absolutely necessary to 

put in place a credible and scalable climate change policy, and by credible I mean one that actually 

achieves the target and scalable one that can be scaled up to achieve future targets. So when you 

look at what happened I think in July and then in September and now, as Don mentioned, in relation 

to what will certainly be called the Finkel Review, Alan has a responsibility to report back not to the 

COAG Energy Council, interestingly, but by December he has to report back to the COAG Leaders’ 

Meeting, which is the Prime Minister and Premiers, and that’s an important change I think that many 

people haven’t necessarily even noticed. Secondly, he is not going to solve these problems by 

December, let alone early New Year when he’s supposed to produce his final report. What we can 

hope for is a blueprint and I think what it’s going to do. At times I will tell you I’m almost as pessimistic 

as Andrew is about the issue, but at times I’m also somewhat optimistic, and you can look at this in 

different ways. I actually think that for the first time we’re seeing some changes in a few areas that 

could change the game and could lead us to the sort of future we need, because the alternative is 

almost not worth thinking about because I think we could end up, as Andrew described, in some really 

nasty places.  

I think for the first time we do have a post-2020 target and the government, the Prime Minister and the 

Energy & Environment Minister, which is an important combination, have committed to meeting that 

target and in 2017 undertaking a major review to link our domestic policy with how we’re going to 

achieve that target. I’m sure we’ve all seen politicians squirm around and manage to get out of things 

in the past. This will be more than entertaining, a) it’s important but b) just seeing how they’ll squirm to 

get out of this one because they’ve locked themselves into a pretty interesting position. I genuinely 

think, from what I’ve seen from the current Federal Minister so far, that he is going to try and do this. I 

don’t care if he sees this as a way to make himself the next Foreign Minister and Prime Minister if he 

actually makes some progress because it may be what it takes is to have someone who’s prepared to 

do that. I think he has made some progress. In the COAG Energy Meeting in August he made more 

progress on some areas of energy market reform than we’ve seen for a while and in getting the states 

to agree to what they agreed on, in fact in many cases they left a lot of the acrimony at the door and 

when they came out they were much more cohesive than when they went in. Now, that can fracture 

very quickly as we know when it turns out to be harder than the thought, but that’s the beginnings of 

something. 

So I think the sequence of events that needs to occur, and this is why it’s going to be tricky, is that the 

Finkel Review is taking place before the Climate Change Review. In some ways, that’s arse about. It’s 

very hard to design I think the electricity market to deliver the right price signals for the investment we 

need unless you know what sort of fundamental thing you’re hitting that market with, which is the 

climate change policy. Finally I think we need to recognise that there are going to be costs associated 

with it. This is not going to be pretty and it’s not going to be messy. Hopefully we avoid the sort of 

problems that occurred last week as a result of this, but I think we have some chance and I think over 

the next four months, with the Finkel Review and, depending on when it’s finally done, the Climate 

Change Review, that is over the best part of 18 months, we might for the first time have at least a 

change of getting where we need to be and avoiding the sort of consequences that people are talking 

about as a result of this transformation which is necessary. 
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LEON BYNER: Thank you. You know the irony of this? I reckon, and it’s just a feeling talking to 

people as I do, we’re going to end up with a price on carbon and the difference here will be that if the 

people are promised that with that price there is a far greater reliability and security they will buy it. 

Because listening to all our speakers today, how long does it take to build a power station? Let’s say 

there was money there tomorrow, how much would it cost and how long would it take? 

ANDREW STOCK: Depends what you want to build. 

DON RUSSELL: Depends what you’re building, yes. 

LEON BYNER: Well, a power station that’s going to give you at least 500Mw or more. 

ANDREW STOCK: We’re looking at $750 billion. 

LEON BYNER: $750 billion? 

ANDREW STOCK: Yes, something like that.  

LEON BYNER: And if we do that someone’s got to pay for that. And the people want reliability, we 

think we’ve paid for it but we haven’t really. Now it’s an opportunity for you to ask any question you 

wish of our panel. 

AUDIENCE: We’ve heard a bit about infrastructure, we’ve established that we’re going to have to 

spend a lot of money on infrastructure and the solution is not going to be instant or quick. We’ve 

heard about climate change, we can’t do anything about that. My question has to do with the 

operation of our network. The data that we knew before the 28
th
 of September was simply this: we 

had an unprecedented weather event hitting this state; We knew that the dangerous quadrant of that 

storm was through the mid-north, that’s where it was tracking AND that’s where the highest winds 

were going to be; we know that wind turbines have to switch off in high winds and we now know that 

at that time 800Mw was being produced by wind turbines. I just simply want to know who or what 

body made the decision to have the energy mix that we had when that event happened. It didn’t have 

to be that way.  

ANDREW STOCK: The people that made that decision were AEMO, they operate the system, they 

operate the market, they despatch the plant. I think you raise a good question, although I’d question 

your comment about the windfarms tripping because it was clear that the high winds did not trip out 

wind turbines, there are still investigations undergoing as to what did cause them to trip. So AEMO 

ran the system. The question I think that needs to be asked, if I can ask another question related to 

that, is given the weather forecast in advance, highly destructive storm through the mid-north, as you 

suggested, the chances are a lot of a lightning strikes, the chances are that’ll trip out a substation, 

maybe blow down a transmission tower, maybe trip out a few generating plant. My question is why 

was the interconnector running at 500Mw from Victoria into South Australia with no reserve capacity 

left in advance of that storm? Why didn’t someone think about that? Why didn’t someone think about 

bringing on some what’s called frequency control ancillary services a day ahead?  

They chose not to do that either on the basis of their report saying that they couldn’t see – I can’t 

remember the exact language they describe it in, but effectively an event that would trip out the 

interconnector. Why would you drive your Ferrari into the middle of a storm, which is effectively what 
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they did by loading that interconnector was so there was no instantaneous reserve capacity other 

than maybe 100Mw that was coming to South Australia. Torrens plants were running at 3x80Mw, they 

couldn’t ramp fast enough when the system tripped. I think inertia is a bit of a moot point when you’ve 

got effectively 800Mw of spinning plant. 

LEON BYNER: So it’s AEMO’s responsibility to manage that? 

ANDREW STOCK: Yes. 

LEON BYNER: So in a sense they’re investigating themselves? 

ANDREW STOCK: That’s right. Well unless someone else does, Don you can talk to that. 

DON RUSSELL: Can I go back to rock off? 

LEON BYNER: Sure. 

DON RUSSELL: Rock off, as I said, is the rate of change of frequency and 50Hz is how the system 

operates, when it falls below 47Hz then really bad things happen to generators and everything. So 

when you talk about holding rock off to 3Hz per second it’s holding the system so that it doesn’t 

change its frequency at a faster rate than 3Hz within a second. Now, what I said earlier was that since 

the events of the 28
th
 people now are looking at the risk of the system in a different way than they 

were looking at it at four o’clock NEM time on the 28
th
. What’s happening is that the South Australian 

Government, using its emergency powers, has taken on the capacity to direct AEMO. Previously we 

couldn’t direct AEMO because AEMO operated under its own procedures, but as a result of the 

system black and the need to give AEMO the additional authority to do what it felt it needed to do to 

manage the system back from the system black, we, the South Australian Government, have told 

AEMO to run the system with a clear objective of maintaining rock off at 3Hz or below.  

So because of the South Australian direction they are now operating the system with less reliance on 

the interconnector because, as you mentioned, having the interconnector running at that level gave 

you very limited capacity to absorb a shock and that’s what we saw on the 28
th
. We saw 315Mw of 

generation taken out very rapidly. AEMO is still going through the exercise of tracking down exactly 

what happened, but it’s fair to say in that interim report there’s no suggestion that the wind turbines 

spinning faster than they could was the driver. Who knows what further evidence will come to pass, 

but the generators withdrew during that period 315Mw that the interconnector tried to replace, it was 

running at a pitch where it couldn’t, so now the system is operating with greater awareness of this. So 

I think it’s not AEMO examining itself. We do need them to finish their work as to what actually 

happened and that’s what their role is. We have the AMC doing a similar exercise, a broader 

exercise, but the real review will be the Finkel Review which will also be asked to look at have we got 

the regulatory arrangements in place. 

LEON BYNER: Jo, what do you think? 

JO DE SILVA: I think it’s really important to bear in mind that, having experienced so much 

inconvenience, some people losing embryos, people facing risk of car accidents, all the drama and 

trauma that we all experience on that day, it’s really easy to look for someone to blame. I actually 

don’t think that’s all that helpful. I think that what we need to do is think about we’ve got a system in 
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transition. We are transitioning to a zero carbon economy and along the way there are major 

challenges that the market operator will face, business will face, the market itself will face, we as 

consumers will face. So what do we learn from the challenges that we experience along the way and 

how do we improve the system to make things better? I think one of the things that is being looked at 

is what flexibility needs to be given to AEMO to better manage extreme weather events that then 

caused the loss of Heywood? We do have to look at this question of renewables and the challenges 

that they bring to the system and how we can better manage their integration into this system. 

So I think there are moves afoot to deal with these challenges, but to take our positions in the boxing 

corner isn’t very helpful. 

AUDIENCE: Since we have a NEM, can you explain why we don’t actually have a national price for 

electricity and it’s different in the different states? Secondly Andrew, since you’re involved in this, 

have you been approached by people trying to set up biomass burning renewable energy power 

stations? Because I have actually visited them in Europe and they work extremely well. 

ANDREW STOCK: Well, I assume the second question is in relation to my capacity in the Clean 

Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC) and I can say that they have been and continue to be 

approached by people that want to build plants that burn biomass, probably more likely sugar cane 

but also other forms of biomass, to produce power, so people are looking at that.  

Regarding a national price, quite often what happens is because we’ve effectively got a very long, 

skinny system connected by wires called interconnectors, in fact as we saw when the state went 

black, once the interconnectors constrain so you can’t get any more through them usually what 

happens is they’ll despatch other plant in time so it doesn’t go black and switch out. That means you 

get effectively a disconnect in price between two regions. So if none of the interconnectors are 

constrained up to their limit you’ll get pretty much the same price through the NEM, but if one of them 

hits a limit, and it’s a sort of coding limit I think in the way that AEMO runs it all, you then get what’s 

called price separation between the regions and the generators of South Australia set the price. 

LEON BYNER: This is the next question, because just before the blackout the price per Kw/h in 

Victoria and other states was $40, $50. We went up to $6,000 and then they suspended trading. 

ANDREW STOCK: Oh, they would have suspended trading because it went black I think and then 

when they were bringing it back on I don’t think trading was, I mean, there was a lot of price volatility 

but it wasn’t real. 

LEON BYNER: But there are fluctuations like that though. 

ANDREW STOCK: That’s right, there are and if you go back to July, we haven’t talked much about 

July, there are all sorts of reasons and theories for July. I did author a report just on the July event. I 

think there’s more to that event than renewables. I think there’s a lot to do with competition, in this 

state in particular. When you’ve got two players who control 80% of the market it’s a monopoly. As the 

Head of the ACCC said, it’s fine, if it’s within the rules you can use your monopoly power, and the 

electricity market prices can go from -$1,000 to +$14,000/Mwh within five minutes.  

LEON BYNER: So what keeps competition out?  
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ANDREW STOCK: In South Australia when the electricity industry was privatised I personally went 

and saw the Treasurer and his advisers when I was working at Origin to argue that they should split 

Torrens A and B when they sold it because it would be more competitive to have two gas stations 

competing mid-merit than one. Well they chose not to do that and then subsequently the ACCC 

thought it was a good idea that AGL and what was the TXU could do a swap of capacity, and AGL 

bought Torrens and effectively flick-tailed it to TXU. So there you go; competition. 

TONY WOOD: A piece of work we did a couple of years ago now looking at the whole range of 

technologies - it’s interesting that five years ago the Federal Treasury did a report on what Australia’s 

energy mix should look by mid-century and the two technologies that were going to dominate were 

CCS or clean coal and geothermal energy. Neither of them have actually gone very far in the 

intervening five years, in fact you hardly hear about them anymore, and I think that just shows how 

what you don’t do is build your policy based on a technology or a forecast. With biomass in Europe 

there are two significant differences I think, one is that a lot of stuff is closer to the cities and, 

generally speaking, the cities of Europe that we’re talking about are much smaller and they’re much 

closer to agriculture and much closer to biomass, so the transport logistics are much more efficient 

and lower cost than they would be in Australia. The numbers that have been done that I’ve looked at 

in Australia suggest that the transport element, the logistics is much more expensive. Secondly, for a 

lot of countries in Europe they have a lot of need for the low grade heat which biomass tends to 

produce, and we don’t tend to have that much use for low grade heat.  

So when I listen to the people from the Australian Renewable Energy Agency, they’re still looking at 

the potential for biomass in Australia but they’re struggling to get economics to it. At a carbon price of 

some sort they’ll probably work, but that’s where the challenge is. When the RET was introduced 

Ministry and McFarlane thought they were going to get a diversity of technologies including biomass 

and he complained, he said all we got was Danish propellers. He wasn’t all that excited about what he 

actually ended up getting. In terms of this market, I think we have a common problem with the rest of 

the world, and that is integrating a lot of intermittent energy into a system that wasn’t designed for it 

and has to be changed to accommodate it, in the way many of us have already spoken. Secondly, we 

have a very long strung out system, unusual in the world, and we’ve got transmission interconnectors 

which were never built for that. In my view, they were never built to provide the reliability that we’re 

talking about today and AEMO themselves, Don was talking about AEMO, only back in January 

identified that a high level of intermittent supply is fine, provided the interconnector is there.  

If you get a coincidence of, for whatever reason, a failure of the intermittent supply - I almost try and 

avoid the use of the word “renewable” because it’s not about whether or not it’s renewable or not, the 

issue is managing intermittency and you’ve got to be able to manage that and there are ways to do 

that. I think that means you’ve got to have either faster gas, you’ve got to have storage, or you have 

to have interconnectors to other places. Of course, if the only one of those two which is really 

available is the interconnector and that’s down then you’re left with gas and that’s the problem 

Andrew’s describing. So why is the price incentive not creating the right incentives for people to build 

new faster gas? Maybe it will and that’s the question that I’m thinking about in terms of this market, 

and I’m sure Finkel will as well, because how does the market create the right price signals for the 

sort of investment we need in whatever mix we think is appropriate is going to be the challenge or 

whether it’s a planning approach, which is the alternative that Andrew’s referred to. 
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AUDIENCE: If we have an effective climate change policy and an energy policy in place that’s 

conscious of how we move in this transition to a carbon-free economy, how much finance would that 

mobilise at low cost investment? I’m imagining in South Australia that’s multiple billions of dollars of 

low interest investment from Australia and from the world if that policy is in place and we set that 

challenge for 2050. 

ANDREW STOCK: Well the investment would be in the billions. What people get concerned about 

when they’re investing that sort of money is regulatory certainty because what are the regulatory 

structures that set the price for the commodity that you’re selling? As I think one of our politicians said 

once, you can’t see it or smell it or taste it, but it’s worth something. So that’s one of the challenges I 

guess abut pricing carbon, but if there’s not regulatory certainty people will be reluctant to invest and 

we saw that two or three years ago when there was a review into the RET. Prior to that the 

investment in Australia was north of $1 billion a year. It effectively dried out for about 18 months to 

two years because a lot of the capital that gets invested in that sector is not domestic capital, it’s 

foreign capital. What we’ve got to realise in this country, and we’ve relied on foreign capital basically 

most of our country’s history I think, is foreign capital can fly anywhere in the world and we’re 

effectively competing in large part for foreign capital with other countries in the world. So regulatory 

structure certainty is really important and not flip-flopping, so you don’t change it every five minutes or 

every change of government, because what you can guarantee that will do is it brings in a thing called 

“sovereign risk”.  

Sovereign risk is when countries change the rules after you’ve made investments and if you want to 

scare off investment that’s about the best way to do it, and unfortunately we don’t have all that good a 

track record in this country when it comes to having a stable regulatory regime for these sorts of 

investments. People in the industry will deal with the risk of the electricity market and price volatility. 

It’s no different to investing in oil and gas; you deal with the commodity volatility. What people are less 

able to deal with is when the governments change the rules on you. 

AUDIENCE: What is to stop the Finkel Review having the same fate as Garnaut Reviews 1 and 2 and 

all of the other reviews? Worthy experts tell us that we need stable policy, joined up thinking. As you 

can tell from my accent, I live in England now and these reviews happened there too. Is this simply, 

as Garnaut said in 2008, too wicked a problem? 

DON RUSSELL: I think this one is different in that it was set up under the auspices of the COAG 

Energy Ministers, but it was really set up under the auspices of the Federal Minister, Josh 

Frydenberg, who has been given the task of being the Energy Minister and the Environment Minister. 

So he’s nailed his colours very much to integrating the climate change objectives with how we run the 

NEM and, as Tony said, we are currently operating with no real mechanism of achieving the 

government’s 26% to 28% reduction, so there’s a vacuum there. What Josh Frydenberg has now 

done is he’s nailed his colours to the need for a blueprint to be able to relate back to how we run the 

electricity system and in terms of how we achieve 26% to 28%. What he’s also done is he’s put a 

person in charge of this review, Alan Finkel, who is a scientist, he’s a quality person. He’s not going to 

come back with a blueprint that is based on nonsense. He’s going to come back with something that 

adds up, that actually means something, and I think it will be a very powerful driver or what actually 

happens from here.  
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The government has said that they will review their direct action and their climate change policy in the 

course of 2017. They haven’t wanted to be rushed before 2017. It’s now October of 2016. Alan has 

been asked to give an interim report to the leaders and I think somebody noted that it was not coming 

back to the Energy Council Ministers, it’s coming back to Premiers and Prime Ministers, and that he 

will be reporting early in 2017. This is going to be I think a major driver of how the review actually 

takes place because it’s hard I think for the review of direct action to then pay no attention to the 

blueprint that Alan Finkel has put in place. So every long journey starts with a first step. I think we 

were going nowhere before, we’ve now embarked on a journey and we have actually taken the first 

step. That doesn’t mean we’re not going to get lost along the way, but I think compared to where we 

were before Friday I’m more of an optimist than Tony, but then I’ve built a career out of being 

optimistic, and I think we actually do have some additional hope that things are going to happen. 

TONY WOOD: I think it was Winston Churchill who said, “Never waste a good crisis”. Given what 

happened in South Australia, clearly there were enormous negative consequences, as Jo also 

reflected on. Don’t tell anybody else outside this room that I said this, I think what Frydenberg is 

generally trying to do is find a strategy to do exactly what you’re concerned about, to be honest. I 

think he genuinely is committed to this task. We’ll see, because the proof of the pudding will be in the 

eating next year, but what I think they’re trying to do, and I don’t know whether he and the Prime 

Minister are in cahoots about this or not, but I think Frydenberg is trying to find a way to use the 

events that have happened in the last three months in South Australia to say to his cabinet colleagues 

– and remember, one thing that was really interesting in the Federal election this year is climate 

change was hardly an issue. One of the reasons for that is because both major parties had decided 

that they didn’t want to make it a major issue because they both saw that the forgiving community 

would not be around much longer and that what they needed to do, whoever got elected in July, was 

to pick up the direct action policy and start to work with it towards something that actually made sense 

eventually.  

Now, it’s not easy to do initially because it’s a bit of a crap policy, to be frank, but it can be built on and 

it can be made into something that will work, and that’s one of the things that I’ll give Greg Hunt some 

positive feedback on is this is something you can actually turn into something useful. Can Frydenberg 

use these events of the last three months, and particularly last week, to put pressure on his own 

cabinet colleagues to say, “We need to fix climate policy even if you don’t believe in climate change, 

because if we don’t get this right then the energy market is going to be screwed up and then no-one’s 

going to forgive us when the lights go out”? That I think is the strategy. We’ll see. 

LEON BYNER: Yes, the power point is connected to a polling booth and everybody knows it. 

AUDIENCE: What’s the process that we get a broader set of voices into the re-imagining of our 

energy system? At the moment with the Finkel Review it’ll be the normal line-up of experts, but if we 

want to really think about our energy systems in an integrated manner we need to think about the 

whole system, how people are changing their use of energy. We’re not users anymore, we’re all 

generators and we want to see the best value out of our rooftop generation. How do we get 

community voices into change the goals of the system, to ensure that climate change is there, and to 

really crack open the innovations we could test and try to re-imagine our electricity system? 

LEON BYNER: Interesting, Ross Garnaut said to me recently that the transition answer in the short to 

medium term is batteries. Now if that’s true, we’re very advantageous in South Australia because we 
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have graphite under our feet and lots of it. Is there anything we could do to enhance an industry? 

Because we’re going to be using more batteries, SAPN have already got a system where people are 

on batteries and they subsidise. I can see this developing into a much bigger opportunity, so from a 

development perspective are any discussions being had on that? 

TONY WOOD: On the batteries? 

LEON BYNER: On the fact that we have graphite which is what we use to make them. 

ANDREW STOCK: There are some technologies that use graphite. I don’t know about the specifics of 

every battery technology Leon, but what I do know is that in California and other places in the US now 

large grid-scale battery systems are winning tenders again gas turbines when it comes to frequency 

support and dealing with inertia. So the technology is there. What we need is the rule-maker to let the 

technologies come to the party. 

LEON BYNER: Why wouldn’t we do that? 

ANDREW STOCK: Well that’s a good question, you should address that question to the AEMC 

because they’re the rule-maker and recently they rejected a couple of rules that would be pro seeing 

some of these new technologies get an equal go. 

JO DE SILVA: I just want to say that I think developments in solar and storage are happening, they’re 

happening very, very rapidly and we’re going to see that explode in the next few years. I actually think 

that there’s been a lot of examination of the frameworks and it’s not the frameworks that are holding it 

back, it’s just the technology is emerging and it’s not quite there yet, but we are getting there.  

LEON BYNER: Unfortunately time is up, but thanks everybody for coming tonight, you’ve all got a role 

to play in this, don’t doubt that for one moment, and thanks to our panellists who have given up their 

time to explain some of the machinations of our power industry. Good on you. 

END OF RECORDING 


